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We will present a summary of recent experiments and simulations on fast electron 

transport, in relation to studies of the fast ignition (FI) of inertial confinement fusion 

targets. In this scheme, the efficiency of the energy coupling from the intense laser beams 

to the dense core towards ignition, via a relativistic electron beam (REB) energy transport, 

is dominated by the electron stopping power and the beam divergence. Important collective 

effects operate in the transport zone between the REB source and the dense core. 

Our results for the first time discriminate unambiguously the collisional and collective 

contributions to the REB stopping power as a function of the beam current density jh and 

the plasma density. The transition from collision-dominated to resistive field-dominated 

energy loss occurs for jh going above the level of a few 1011 A/cm2. According to analytical 

estimations, for the jh ≈ 1014 A/cm2 regime of a full-scale FI shot, the resistive stopping 

power should remain limited to ~ 1 keV/µm, consistent with the nuclear fuel ignition.  

The modification of the REB generation and transport in cone-embedded targets is 

discussed upon recent results in targets driven by either planar compression or spherical 

implosions. In this last case, we measured a significant enhancement (up to 60%) in the 

total fast electron-produced Kα and neutron yields from the joint shots compared to those 

in the only implosion-driver case. Both yields increase with the intense laser beam energy. 

Kα emission size is consistent with the expected size of the assembled fuel in front of the 

cone tip. 

We also investigated the REB collimation with magnetic fields on the level of a few 

kTesla. Experimental evidence of efficient self-generated magnetic field assisted beam 

guiding has been achieved in both cylindrical-driven compressed targets (resistivity 

gradient regime) and in a dual collinear laser beam configuration (beam radial-

inhomogeneity regime). Laser-generated exterior magnetic field is also a promising way of 

producing collimated electron beam propagation and will be soon experimentally tested. 

We will also expose foreseen FI-related experimental strategies in future higher energy 

and higher intensity laser facilities. 
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